CAPABILITY STATEMENT
Energy

Who We Are
KAEFER Integrated Services has an
established and widespread presence across
Australia, operating in the country for over 40
years and globally for over 100 years.

We are a leading provider of turnkey construction,
maintenance and industrial services. We specialise
in the delivery of mechanical services, surface
protection, electrical services, insulation & cladding,
access solutions, passive fire protection, marine
structures remediation and asbestos management.
We also undertake civil services through established
relationships with specialist partners.
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Our Locations in Australia

Darwin Branch & Workshop
Darwin, NT

Mackay Branch & Workshop
Mackay, QLD

Midwest Branch & Workshop
Geraldton, WA
Goldfields Branch & Workshop
Boulder, WA
Head Office
Perth, WA

Gladstone Branch & Workshop
Gladstone, QLD

East Coast Office
Adelaide, SA
Southwest Branch & Workshop
Perth, WA
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HSEQ at KAEFER
KAEFER Integrated Services is committed to
the safety of our people and our customers,
with quality and environmental preservation
being critical in the overall delivery of
everything we do.
KAEFER’s Occupational Health & Safety Management
System is certified to ISO45001:2018. Our Quality
Management System is fully-certified to ISO
9001:2015 and our Environmental Management
System to ISO 14001:2015.

SMART Choices
KAEFER’s commitment to HSEQ is driven by our
holistic program SMART Choices. The program focuses
on the choices employees make, both at home and at
work, and is centred around five key business pillars.
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Life Saving Commitments
KAEFER’s Life Saving Commitments underpin the
safety culture within KAEFER. They define our
commitment to ensure our employees remain safe
in our workplaces and assist them in making SAFE
Choices. The Life Saving Commitments have been
developed to ensure all KAEFER employees are
protected specifically when conducting high-risk
activities. The 9 commitments were selected after
review of past incidents and the critical risk exposure
to our employees through the various disciplines of
KAEFER’s operations.
The Life Saving Commitments link directly to the
SAFE Choices Pillar of the SMART Choices Program by
supporting the workforce to make safer, better decisions.

QA/QC Management
KAEFER is highly experienced in working to a wide
range of specifications and standards across our key
service offerings.
With dedicated teams of QA/QC personnel nationally,
support is provided at a corporate level as well as
assisting our on-site execution teams.
KAEFER’s Quality Management system has been
developed in alignment with and is accredited to ISO
9001:2015 principles.
KAEFER develops contract-specific Quality Plans,
Inspection and Test Plans (ITPs), Internal Audit Plans,
procedures and work method statements to meet
client requirements.
Supporting this is an in-house developed Project
Management System (KPMS) for Quality Inspection
and Reporting.

1. Fitness
for Work

2. Working
at Heights

3. Dropped
Objects

4. Confined
Space

5. Energised
Equipment

6. Hazardous
Substances

7. Trained,
Competent
& Certified

8. Lifting
Operations

9. Driving
Safety
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Our Systems
KAEFER’s management systems have been
custom-designed to support execution of
our core services. This includes a range of
in-house developed software solutions as
well as continuous improvement programs
to promote efficiency in delivery and provide
certainty to our clients.

Project Controls & Reporting
KAEFER Project Management System (KPMS) is a
dedicated management system developed in-house to
manage data flow and work flows of our contracts.
Integrated with Primavera P6, KPMS manages
work orders from initiation through to completion,
providing full visibility on schedule, cost, productivity
and QA reporting.
The system has an in-built scaffold management
module (KAEFER Scaffold Management System KSMS) that allows us to track scaffold material and
costs inclusive of labour and productivity measures.
The software is also compatible with mobile devices
and intrinsically-safe tablets, enabling real-time
updates and progress tracking from site.
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LEAN at KAEFER
Continuous improvement is fundamental to KAEFER’s
drive for sustained success. KAEFER’s LEAN program
is customised for our organisation and our services
and provides a platform for this.
LEAN is a management philosophy that aims to deliver
maximum value for clients by minimising waste in
production and service delivery.
The program uses specific tools to identify ‘waste’ in
maintenance or construction execution and coaches
teams to find solutions to reduce this waste.
A LEAN project is where:
> Analysis is conducted on existing processes to
determine baseline and realise any wastes and
waste patterns;
> A LEAN workshop is carried out to develop
process improvements;
> Improvements are actioned;
> The improved baseline is determined; and
> The improvements are sustained as the new
current processes.
Productivity and efficiency improvements before
and after LEAN improvements are then converted to
LEAN savings.
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Energy
KAEFER has earned a global reputation as
a leading service provider for the Energy
Industry, from the LNG and Oil & Gas markets
through to energy production and distribution.

Our expertise extends from onshore oil & gas plants
and power stations through to offshore platforms
and renewable assets. We have built a reputation
over the last 100 years of working in the most
challenging environments, delivering large-scale
Greenfield projects through to ongoing repairs and
rectification across Brownfield environments.

Our Services
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Mechanical Services
Access Solutions
Surface Protection
Electrical Services
Insulation & Cladding
Passive Fire Protection
Refractory
Inspection Services
Asbestos Solutions
Atmospheric Management
Global LNG Solutions
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What We Do
> Project delivery across major Greenfield sites
> Brownfield remediation projects
> Asset integrity programmes including Corrosion
Under Insulation and specialist marine
infrastructure works
> Planning, development and execution across
maintenance and shutdowns
> Material specification, manufacture & delivery
> Off and on-site assembly, modularisation and
installation including tanks, vessels and modules
> Project and quality management
> Inspection and testing
> Thermal auditing
> Technical assistance

Where We Work
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

LNG, methanol and ethylene plants and terminals
Natural gas storage vessels, tank farms
Offshore production platforms
Offshore receiving terminals
Offshore drilling rigs
FPSO facilities
Power plants
Petrochemical plants (processing and storage)
Hydrogen plants
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Mechanical Services
KAEFER Integrated Services is highly
experienced in the delivery of project,
maintenance and shutdown scopes and provides
a full range of mechanical services, from complex
on-site installations through to specialist offsite fabrication and modification services.

On-Site Services
KAEFER’s services range from providing minor works
through to large-scale support, complemented by
our extensive fleet of plant & equipment. Our on-site
mechanical services include:
> Planned maintenance and shutdowns (including
scoping, planning, management and delivery)
> Complete asset & structural integrity solutions
> Greenfield Project construction
> Brownfield modifications (including LNG trains,
storage tanks, fuel farms and offshore platforms)
> Project labour support
> Detail drafting services
> Site welding and mechanical & machining services
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Off-site Fabrication
KAEFER has in-house fabrication and modification
capabilities through our numerous mechanical and preassembly facilities, with specialist workshops located in
Darwin, Geraldton, Naval Base and Kalgoorlie.
KAEFER manages all welding and fabrication lifecycle
activities including weld procedures, weld procedure
qualifications, welder qualifications, consumables and
NDT in accordance with industry standards, including
compliance to all Australian and International standards
across structural steel welding and pressure equipment.
This is supported by over 200 approved weld procedures.
Our range of off-site fabrication and modification
services include:
> Fabrication of pipe spooling, platework and
structural steel
> Welding of steel and exotic materials including
carbon & stainless steel, duplex, super duplex,
titanium and Inconel
> Pre-assembly services
> Coordination of various testing methods, including
NDT weld testing, post-weld heat treatment,
hydro testing, penetrant testing, ferroxyl testing,
magnetic particle testing & radiographic testing
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Electrical Services
KAEFER delivers a range of electrical,
instrumentation and controls (EIC) services
across the full lifecycle of assets for our clients.

KAEFER offers flexible and responsive solutions from early contractor involvement through to project
delivery, maintenance and shutdowns. Our electrical
services offering includes:
> LV cabling and switchboard installation
> HV cabling installation
> Installation of EIC infrastructure including
transformers, substations, switchyards,
switchrooms and switchgear
> Hazardous area installations
> Plant control, monitoring, protection and
metering systems
> Commissioning & start-up assistance
> Regulatory compliance and testing
> Planned & reactive maintenance
> Shutdown planning & labour
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Scaffolding
KAEFER is a specialist access provider
in the supply, erection, dismantling and
management of all forms of scaffolding
systems, including conventional tube & clip
systems and advanced system scaffolding.
We also offer in-house fabricated stillages
with load testing to compliance.

KSMS
KAEFER has developed in-house scaffolding
management software (KAEFER Scaffolding
Management System - KSMS) to manage scaffolding
in a cost-effective manner. The system offers
benefits to our projects, maintenance and shutdown
campaigns including:
> Providing field access - Compatible with tablets,
enabling easy access of data, ability to update and
share photos, data and reports from the field.
> Fast and accurate access to data regarding stock
availability and utilisation, allowing efficient
management of scaffolding equipment.
> Summary on key progress, productivity, manning
levels, equipment utilisation, material status,
work and release progress and HSEQ indicators.
> Ability to track scaffold inspection requirements scaffolds are ‘tagged’ on the scaffolding register,
which is automatically updated on completion.
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Scaffold Design
& Engineering
KAEFER has in-house scaffold design and
engineering capability to design safe, efficient
and cost-effective access solutions.

Scaffolds are designed in 2D or 3D using AutoCAD
software. 3D scaffold design models can also be
appended to client site models (if available) for clash
detection and visualisation purposes in Navisworks.
KAEFER’s Scaffold Design Engineers are qualified
to review, analyse and certify scaffold designs upon
request by clients. Structural analysis is conducted on
a case-by-case basis, taking into consideration scaffold
self-weight, live loads and environmental loads.
This process allows troubleshooting to be completed in
the planning stages, rather than during construction,
significantly reducing risk of harm to operatives whilst
also optimising outcomes in terms of constructability,
mobility and cranability.
Our design capability extends across all types of
scaffolding including conventional tube & clip and
system scaffolding.
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Rope Access
KAEFER has a full IRATA membership and a
team of trained rope access technicians from
levels 1 to 3 in various industrial disciplines.
Our dedicated rope access division specialises
in delivering adaptable and dynamic services
across a range of market sectors.

Rope access offers a safe, cost-effective access
solution in difficult-to-reach and remote areas, as well
as improved safety (reduced risk of falls at height and
dropped objects), reduced equipment requirements
and reduced disruption to ongoing operations.
Our range of rope access services includes:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Insulation & Cladding
Welding
Pipe Fitting
Blasting & Painting
High-pressure Water Blasting
Electrical Services
Non-destructive Testing
Asset Inspections (including Radiography)
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Surface Protection
Surface preparation and protection is a core
business activity for KAEFER Integrated
Services, delivering both onsite and offsite
solutions across a full range of blasting
activities and protective coating applications.

On-site Services
KAEFER Integrated Services offers extensive surface
protection solutions, from the delivery of projects
through to asset integrity, maintenance and shutdown
services. This experience extends across the Energy,
Mining, Infrastructure and Marine markets.
Our services include:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Traditional blasting
Specialist coating application
Asset integrity remediation
Treatment of corrosion (including Corrosion
Under Insulation)
Thermal spray coating
Concrete remediation application
Ultra-High Pressure (UHP) water jetting
Rubber lining
Ceramic lining

Our solutions include provision of specialist equipment,
such as in-house developed, customised mobile units
for blasting and painting activities as well as application
of polyurethane foam. These units incorporate industry
best practice for safety and environmental requirements
along with KAEFER LEAN principles. The equipment
is fully-integrated, self-bunded and fully-mobile to
significantly reduce setup time.
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Off-site Services
KAEFER Integrated Services undertakes off-site
surface protection solutions at our numerous facilities
across Australia.
Our Darwin Facility provides extensive support to our
clients and on-site execution teams in the Northern
Territory. The Facility includes full dehumidification
capability, enabling coatings application to be
completed during high levels of humidity. This facility
also enables us to test the application of protective
coatings under various climatic conditions.
KAEFER’s Southwest Facility houses a bespoke
VOC centre, enabling us to undertake all training
requirements in-house.
We also have fully-equipped facilities located in
Geraldton and Gladstone, enabling off-site surface
protection to support clients and our on-site teams in
these regions.
Our off-site surface protection capability includes:
> Piping (including carbon & stainless steel and
specialist subsea)
> Structural (bridge beams, jetty superstructures etc.)
> Platework
> Vessels
> Storage tanks
> Modules
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Insulation & Cladding
KAEFER is internationally-recognised in
the supply & installation of insulation &
cladding. Our services span from hot, cold
and cryogenic insulation through to acoustic
insulation and personnel protection.

We provide a full range of services, from technical
support through to supply and installation across
Greenfield projects as well as Brownfield rectification
projects including corrosion-under-insulation (CUI).
Our capability also extends to planned maintenance
and shutdown campaigns.
Our services include on-site installation and off-site
fabrication associated with:
>
>
>
>
>
>

Pipework
Vessels & Tanks
Jetties
Furnaces
Reactors
Technical assistance associated with engineering
and specification

Our regional workshop facilities contain automated
fabrication equipment, enabling us to fabricate
insulation & cladding components off-site in controlled
environments ready for on-site installation.
KAEFER also offers customised thermal insulation
jackets for assets that require regular inspection or
maintenance, eliminating the need to constantly remove
and replace cladding.
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Pre-Insulation
KAEFER provides a Pre-Insulation process that offers
compelling benefits over conventional hand-applied
and other insulation methods.
KAEFER has invested heavily in research and
development to refine a mechanised process that
results in a high-quality overall solution that can be
completed anywhere, on-time and at a competitive cost.
The Pre-Insulation process is based around modular
plant and facilities that can be mobilised around
the globe to effic iently insulate the pipes at a more
convenient location before they are installed onsite. The insulation that is applied within the plant
is comprised of several layers of Polyurethane foam
covered by a tough outer composite shell.
Key benefits of our solution include:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Provides a cost-effective solution
Reduces working time on-site
Predictable productivity
Controlled conditions
High-performance cryogenic insulation
Robust, chemical-resistant, non-corrosive finish
Lower ongoing maintenance costs
Resistant to mechanical damage
Accommodates stresses and strains associated
with thermal cycling
> High-quality insulation and finish applied in
workshop-controlled conditions
> Cost and time savings - installation hours on-site
reduced dramatically
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Inspection Services
KAEFER Insulated Pipe Scan (KIPS) is a
portable, real-time radiographic imaging
system that scans through insulation to
determine the condition of underlying pipes.

KIPS captures video and images that highlight
problems associated with pipes (i.e. corrosion under
insulation, moisture and ice). Results are recorded in
real-time, allowing instant analysis.
The system provides a fast, accurate condition analysis
of insulated pipe without the need to remove cladding
or insulation. This results in significant cost savings by minimising the time taken to identify issues with
the pipe, remediation works can be performed sooner.
KIPS allows rapid testing of insulated piping, covering
up to 500m per day. The system can be used on
pipes ranging from 20mm - 1,200mm, with insulation
ranging from 10mm - 150mm. The system can be used
on insulated pipes with temperatures ranging from
-200oC - 700oC.
Furthermore, this can be used on a wide range of
insulation materials, including fibreglass, mineral wool,
closed & open cell foam injection, PUR & PIR and
acoustic barriers as well as fireproofing materials such
as asbestos, Chartek and FENDOLITE.
The portability of the system enables pipes in any
location to be tested using rope access.
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Atmospheric Management
KAEFER’s wholly-owned subsidiary IsoLogics
is a leading provider of innovative atmospheric
isolation systems utilising temporary
work enclosure systems, enable works to
be performed in environments previously
restricted to process shutdowns.

Dew Point Reduction System
The IsoLogics Dew Point Reduction System (DPRS)
is an advanced portable dehumidification system,
utilising state-of-the-art ‘Dry Air’ technology. The
system delivers air at a humidity level where any ice on
operating equipment is removed through sublimation
(changes straight to vapour, skipping liquid state). The
exposed plant can then be inspected and remediated
without the need to shut down.

Positive Pressure Habitats
IsoLogics enables the use of non-hazardous area certified
equipment in potentially hazardous environments.
Positive pressure enclosures isolate hazardous area
equipment, allowing works in the area to be managed
under a hot work permit. Positive pressure air supplied
from a designated safe area via a carbon filter system
ensures no hydrocarbon or hazardous vapours can enter
the habitat, allowing works to proceed safely.
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Global LNG Solutions
KAEFER has earned a reputation as a leading
player in the Global LNG Market. KAEFER’s
approach to business is based on an
understanding that today’s industry leaders and
its clients demand safer, more intelligent and
resourceful solutions to solving their individual
challenges and project-specific demands.

KAEFER’s LNG business covers high performance
insulation on gas plants and pipelines as well as
storage and transportation tanks. Our services
include engineering, design, project execution,
purchase of materials and services, job site
management and consultancy to each related
KAEFER activity - onshore and offshore.
With the global demand for clean energy and that in
particular derived from LNG, KAEFER has established
two LNG Solutions Research Centres to support the
ability to deliver safe, reliable and intelligent resources
to major LNG Projects.
The centres include highly motivated teams committed
to the entire lifecycle of the project, from initiation and
planning through to exec ution and closure. Located
in Perth, Australia, and at our Head Office in Bremen,
Germany, these centres have the ability to replicate
cryogenic conditions to test innovative solutions for a
range of issues commonly encountered on LNG plants.
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Our Core LNG Services
Insulation & Cladding
> On-line, Pre-Insulation, Sprayed, Poured
> Cryogenic, Hot, Acoustic, Personnel Protection
> Aspen Aerogels, INSTA-LAG®, TIPS® Foamglas,
PIR, Mineral Wools, Perlite
Surface Protection
> Abrasive Blasting & Protective Coatings
> Thermal Spray Aluminium (TSA)
> Specialty High Performance Linings
Passive Fire Protection
> Epoxy Intumescent Coatings
> Lightweight Cementitious Coatings
Access Solutions
> Scaffolding
> Rope Access
> Alternative Systems (i.e. V-Deck)
Inspection Services
> Real-time radiography for CUI detection (KIPS)
> Thermal Energy Audits & Reports to maximise
operating efficiency and minimise carbon emissions
Atmospheric Management
> Humidity Control
> External Condition Control
> Full Dehumidification – Live plant remediation
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Head Office
Level 4 /218 St Georges Tce,
Perth WA 6000

East Coast (Adelaide) Office
Level 9/121 King William St,
Adelaide SA 5000

Southwest Office & Workshop
41-51 Macedonia Street,
Naval Base WA 6165

Geraldton Office & Workshop
415 Marine Terrace, West End,
Geraldton WA 6530

Goldfields Office & Workshop
18 Clements Way,
Boulder WA 6432

Darwin Office & Workshop
17 Mendis Road, East Arm,
Darwin NT 0822

Gladstone Office & Workshop
3 George Mamalis Place,
Callemondah QLD 4680

Mackay Office & Workshop
27 Len Shield Street,
Mackay QLD 4740

